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INTRODUCTION
─

Smoking aggravates the course of chronic kidney disease (CKD) by producing 

reactive oxygen radicals, resulting in vascular endothelial damage and decreased 

glomerular filtration rate.1

Cigarette smoking can also negatively impact the outcome of a kidney transplant.1

A strong correlation exists between post-kidney transplant cardiovascular disease and 

cigarette smoking.2

However, numerous other risk factors may contribute to kidney transplant outcomes.

Tabnet, a deep tabular data learning architecture, could identify the complex 

interactions between covariates that offer an unprecedented level of individualized 

interpretability.3



OBJECTIVES
─

1- To determine the most significant clinical parameters impacting 

organ failure among Heavy-Smoker and Non-Heavy-Smoker organ 

donor groups. 

2- To utilize DNN models to compare the significant parameters that 

affect early- versus late organ failure.



METHOD
─

49841 transplanted kidneys of deceased donors from United Network for Organ 

Sharing (UNOS) dataset were used.

Three TabNet classifiers for predicting organ failure within six months, one-year, 

and three-year horizons were trained.

The trained binary classifiers were then tested on two groups of 2043 Heavy 

Smoker Donors and 2789 Non-Heavy Smoker Donors, respectively. 

The significant parameters for each group and each classification horizon were 

identified.



RESULTS
─• The average time of graft failure for the Heavy Smoker Donor group was 63 months, vs 71 for Non-Heavy Smoker donors.

• “CARDIAC ARREST POST BRAIN DEATH” was the most important covariate in Heavy Smokers and the second most 

important in the Non-Heavy Smoker group for all classification horizons.

• “HISTORY OF SMOKING >20PACK YRS+RECENT 6MO SMOKING” appears among the top covariates of the Non-Heavy 

Smoker Donor group, which possibly shows its strong but negative correlations.

• In the Heavy Smoker Donor group “HISTORY OF COCAINE USE+RECENT 6MO USE” was an important variable, 

suggesting a relationship between the recent smoking history of donors and their substance usage history.

• While “HISTORY OF SMOKING 

>20PACK YRS” maintains its position among 

the important covariates of the Non-Heavy 

Smoker group, the importance of this covariate

in the Heavy Smoker group is diminished in 

1- year and does not exist in the 3-year

classification horizon.

**Heavy Smoker Donor was defined as smoking ≥20 

cigarettes/day or ≥20 pack-years. Donors who are not 

smokers or smoke < 20 cigarettes daily or < 20

pack-years are considered Non-Heavy Smoker. 



CONCLUSION
─

• Acute rejection rate is much higher within the first 6 months in Heavy Smokers.

• Survival time was shorter for kidneys driven from Heavy Smoker Donors. 

• Heavy-Smoker Donor group has an overall higher risk of atherosclerotic and 

hypertensive vascular disease rates. 

• Recent smoking history is an important risk factor for cardiovascular and 

cerebrovascular events, in the Non-Heavy Smoker Donor group.

• Given the Heavy Smoker group’s underlying vasculopathy, they are more prone to 

cocaine-induced vascular events. 
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